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Abstract

In this work, we analyze the changes in aromaticity and planarity along the reaction path of the Diels–Alder reaction between ethene and

1,3-butadiene. To this end, a new index that quantifies the planarity of a given ring is defined. As expected, the planarity of the ring being

formed in the Diels–Alder cycloaddition increases along the reaction path from reactants to product. On the other hand, the aromaticity of the

ring formed is measured using several well-established indices of aromaticity such as the nucleus independent chemical shift (NICS), the

harmonic oscillator model of aromaticity (HOMA), and the para-delocalization index (PDI), as well as a recently defined descriptor of

aromaticity: the aromatic fluctuation index (FLU). The results given by the NICS and PDI indices, at variance with those obtained by means

of the HOMA and FLU indicators of aromaticity, confirm the existence of an aromatic transition state for this reaction. The reasons for the

failure of some of the descriptors of aromaticity employed are discussed. The results support the multidimensional character of aromaticity.
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1. Introduction

The well-known Diels–Alder (DA) [1–3] reaction

between ethene and 1,3-butadiene to yield cyclohexene is

the prototype of a thermally allowed 4sC2s cycloaddition.

This reaction has been extensively investigated using

different theoretical methods. It is now well-recognized

that this reaction takes place via a synchronous and

concerted mechanism through an aromatic boatlike tran-

sition state (TS) [2,4]. By 1938 [5], the analogy between the

p electrons of benzene and the six delocalized electrons in

the cyclic TS of the DA reaction was already recognized.

The aromatic nature of this TS has been later confirmed

theoretically using magnetic-based indices such as
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the nucleus independent chemical shifts (NICS) and the

magnetic susceptibility exaltations [3,6].

Aromaticity is a concept of central importance in

physical organic chemistry [7–10]. It has been very useful

in the rationalization of the structure, stability, and

reactivity of many molecules. Even though this concept

was introduced in 1865 by Kekulé [11], it has no precise and

collectively assumed definition yet. Probably the most

widely accepted description of aromaticity was formulated

by Schleyer and Jiao in 1996 [9]. These authors defined

aromatic systems as conjugated cyclic p-electron com-

pounds that exhibit a cyclic electron delocalization leading

to bond length equalization, abnormal chemical shifts and

magnetic anisotropies, as well as energetic stabilization.

According to this definition, aromaticity manifests itself

through a variety of phenomena, which can be quantified to

have a measure of aromaticity. Thus, the evaluation of

aromaticity is usually performed by analyzing its

manifestations and this leads to the classical structural,

magnetic, energetic, and reactivity-based measures of
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aromaticity [10,12]. At this point, we must note that, as

found by Katritzky-Krygowski and co-workers by means of

principal component analyses, aromaticity is a multidimen-

sional property and, as a consequence, aromatic compounds

cannot be fully characterized using a single index [12–16].

In fact, different studies have confirmed that different

indices of aromaticity can afford divergent answers [17,18].

Consequently, to make reliable comparisons restricted

to groups of relatively similar compounds it is

usually recommended to employ a set of aromaticity

descriptors [16–18].

Aromaticity in DA reactions has been until now analyzed

using only magnetic-based indices. Because of the multi-

dimensional character of this phenomenon, we believe that

it is convenient to discuss the aromaticity in DA cycloaddi-

tions using descriptors based on different properties. Since

not all aromaticity indices give the same results, it is worth

analyzing certain particular cases in which the behavior of

aromaticity is well-established, such as in the DA reaction,

to detect possible limitations and failures of commonly used

indicators of aromaticity. Thus, the goal of the present work

is to quantify the aromaticity along the reaction path of the

simplest DA reaction between 1,3-butadiene and ethene

(see Scheme 1) using several indicators of aromaticity, to

discuss their behavior for this particular reaction.

As a structure-based measure, we have made use of the

harmonic oscillator model of aromaticity (HOMA) index,

defined by Kruszewski and Krygowski as [19]

HOMA Z 1 K
a

n

Xn

iZ1

ðRopt KRiÞ
2; (1)

where n is the number of bonds considered, and a is an

empirical constant (for C–C bonds aZ257.7) fixed to give

HOMAZ0 for a model non-aromatic system, and

HOMAZ1 for a system with all bonds equal to an optimal

value Ropt (1.388 Å for C–C bonds), assumed to be achieved

for fully aromatic systems. Ri stands for a running bond

length. This index has been found to be one of the most

effective structural indicators of aromaticity [7,13].

Magnetic indices of aromaticity are based on the

p-electron ring current that is induced when the system is

exposed to external magnetic fields. In this work, we have
Scheme 1. Schematic representation of reactants, transition state and product of t

the symbol (#) corresponds approximately to the position where NICS(1) has bee
used the NICS, proposed by Schleyer and co-workers

[9,20], as a magnetic descriptor of aromaticity. This is one

of the most widely employed indicators of aromaticity. It is

defined as the negative value of the absolute shielding

computed at a ring center or at some other interesting point

of the system. Rings with large negative NICS values are

considered aromatic. The more negative the NICS value, the

more aromatic the ring is.

As an aromaticity criterion based on electron delocaliza-

tion, we have employed the para-delocalization index (PDI)

[21], which is obtained using the delocalization index (DI)

[22,23] as defined in the framework of the Atoms in

Molecules (AIM) theory of Bader [24]. The PDI is an

average of all DI of para-related carbon atoms in a given

six-membered ring. The DI value between atoms A and B,

d(A,B), is obtained by double integration of the exchange–

correlation density ðGXCð~r1; ~r2ÞÞ over the basins of atoms

A and B, which are defined from the condition of zero-flux

gradient in the one-electron density, rð~rÞ [24]:

dðA;BÞZK

ð
A

ð
B

GXCð~r1;~r2Þd~r1 d~r2 K

ð
B

ð
A

GXCð~r1;~r2Þd~r1 d~r2

ZK2

ð
A

ð
B

GXCð~r1;~r2Þd~r1 d~r2: ð2Þ

d(A,B) provides a quantitative idea of the number of

electrons delocalized or shared between atoms A and B.

Therefore, the PDI is clearly related to the idea of electron

delocalization so often found in textbook definitions of

aromaticity. Previous works [21] have shown that for a

series of planar and curved polycyclic aromatic hydro-

carbons there is a satisfactory correlation between NICS,

HOMA, and PDI. In general, larger PDIs go with larger

absolute values of NICS and larger HOMA values.

Another electronically based criterion of aromaticity has

been recently defined by Matito et al. [25], the aromatic

fluctuation index (FLU), which describes the fluctuation of

electronic charge between adjacent atoms in a given ring.

The FLU index is based on the fact that aromaticity is

related to the cyclic delocalized circulation of p electrons,

and it is constructed not only considering the amount of

electron sharing between contiguous atoms, which should
he Diels–Alder reaction between ethene and 1,3-butadiene. The position of

n calculated; (*) for NICS(0); and (&) for NICS(K1) (see text for details).
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be substantial in aromatic molecules, but also taking into

account the similarity of electron sharing between adjacent

atoms. It is defined as

FLU Z
1

n

XRING

AKB

FluðA/BÞ

FluðB/AÞ

� �d dðA;BÞKdrefðA;BÞ

drefðA;BÞ

� �" #2

;

(3)

with the sum running over all adjacent pairs of atoms around

the ring, n being equal to the number of members in the

ring, dref(C,C)Z1.4 (the d(C,C) value in benzene at the

HF/6-31G(d) level [25]), and the fluctuation from atom A to

atom B reading as follows

FluðA/BÞ Z
dðA;BÞP

BsA dðA;BÞ
Z

dðA;BÞ

2ðNðAÞKlðAÞÞ
; (4)

where d(A,B) is the DI between basins of atoms A and B,

N(A) is the population of basin A, and l(A) is the number of

electrons localized in basin A. FLU is close to 0 in aromatic

species, and differing from it in non-aromatic ones.

Finally, another characteristic of an aromatic species is

its planarity that facilitates the delocalization of the

p-electrons around the ring. This is the reason why we

have also tried to evaluate the aromaticity through an

analysis of the planarity of the system along the reaction

path. To this end, we have devised a procedure that finds the

best fitted plane p to a given ring. The methodology

followed is detailed in the next section.
2. Obtention of best fitted plane p

Our purpose is to find the best fitted plane p to a certain

cloud of points Ph{Pi}iZ1,m. We use the well-known

Eq. (5) that gives the distance between a given point Pi to a

plane p.

dðp;PiÞ Z jaTPi Ca0j: (5)

In this equation, a is the normalized plane’s normal

vector. This restriction on the modulus of the vector

a makes no loss of generalization. The best fitted plane is

obtained by minimizing the error function F(a,P) that

measures the sum of the square distances d(p,Pi) from the

set of points Ph{Pi}iZ1,m to the plane p.

Fða;PÞ Z
Xm

i

dðp;PiÞ
2 Z

Xm

i

ðaTPi Ca0Þ
2

Z
Xm

i

½a1xi
1 C/Canxi

n Ca0�
2: (6)
First, let us find the minimum according to a0:

vFða;PÞ

va0

Z 0 (7)

2
Xm

iZ1

½aTPi Ca0� Z 0;

aT
Xm

iZ1

½Pi�

m
Z aT �P ZKa0: (8)

Thus, now we can write F(a,P) as

Fða;PÞ Z
Xm

i

ðaTðPi K �PÞÞ2

Z
Xm

i

½a1ðx
i
1 K �x1ÞC/Canðx

i
n K �xnÞ�

2: (9)

Forcing the a vector to have modulus 1 as stated on

Eq. (5), we look for the minima of the above expression

under this normalization restriction that is included in

the minimization through a Lagrange multiplier in the

following way:

Lða; lÞ Z Fða;PÞKlðjjajj2 K1Þ

Z
Xm

i

ðaT ðPi K �PÞÞ2 KlðaT a K1Þ

vLða; lÞ

vaj

Z 0:

(10)

We obtain the following set of equations:

Xm

iZ1

½aTðPi K �PÞ�ðxi
j K �xjÞ Z laj: (11)

On the other hand, the covariance matrix reads:

S Z sij Z

Xm

kZ1

ðxk
i K �xiÞðx

k
j K �xjÞ

m

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;
: (12)

Hence, we can write the equation above in terms of the

covariance matrix elements:

a1s1j C/Cajðsnj Kl0ÞC/Cansnj Z 0 0% j%n;

(13)

where l 0Zl/m. The last set of equations can be easily

recognized as the following secular formula:

SA Z AL: (14)

A is the matrix that collects eigenvectors (i.e. normal

vectors of different planes) of covariance matrix S, and L is

a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues (corresponding to the

F(a,P) values). The lowest eigenvector is the vector

perpendicular to the best fitted plane in the way stated

above. The corresponding eigenvalue is an unambiguous

measure of the planarity for the set of points P, since its
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value quantify in an unequivocal way how far the points are

from the best fitted plane. A similar derivation and an

alternative one can be found in Ref. [26].

The best fitted plane is usually mistaken as the plane

obtained in a typical multiregression method. Our best fitted

plane is found in the basis of minimizing the distances of P

to p. On the other hand, the multiregression methods lead to

the best plane in order to do predictions on a certain variable

X, i.e. the minimization is over a function resulting of the

difference between the X values and its expectation values

according to p.

The quantity F(a,P) obtained for the best fitted plane p,

from each set of points P—corresponding to a molecular

geometry determined by the nuclear positions of the atoms

in the ring—will be given as a measure of molecular

planarity; hereafter these quantities will be referred to as the

Root-Summed-Square (RSS) values.
3. Computational details

All calculations have been performed with the GAUSSIAN

98 [27] and AIMPAC [28] packages of programs, at the

B3LYP level of theory [29] with the 6-31G* basis set [30].

The intrinsic reaction path (IRP) [31] for the DA reaction

has been computed with the GAUSSIAN 98 package [27],

going downhill from the TS in mass-weighted coordinates

using the algorithm by Gonzalez and Schlegel [32]. The TS

of the DA reaction was characterized by the existence of a

unique imaginary frequency corresponding to the C–C bond

formation and breaking. All aromaticity criteria have also

been evaluated at the same B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory.

The GIAO method [33] has been used to perform

calculations of NICS at 1 Å (NICS(1)) above the ring center,

which is determined by the non-weighted mean of the heavy

atoms coordinates, following the direction given by the

normal vector corresponding to the best fitted plane.

Integrations of DIs were performed by use of the AIMPAC

[28] collection of programs. Calculation of these DIs with

the density functional theory (DFT) cannot be performed

exactly because the electron-pair density is not available at

this level of theory [34]. As an approximation, we have used

the Kohn–Sham orbitals obtained from a DFT calculation to

compute HF-like DIs through the expression:

dðA;BÞ Z 4
XN=2

i;j

SijðAÞSijðBÞ: (15)

The summations in Eq. (15) run over all the N/2 occupied

molecular orbitals. Sij(A) is the overlap of the molecular

orbitals i and j within the basin of atom A. Eq. (15) does not

account for electron correlation effects. In practice, the

values of the DIs obtained using this approximation are

generally closer to the HF values than correlated DIs

obtained with a configuration interaction method [34].

The numerical accuracy of the AIM calculations has been
assessed using two criteria: (i) the integration of the

Laplacian of the electron density ðV2rð~rÞÞ within an atomic

basin must be close to zero; (ii) the number of electrons in

a molecule must be equal to the sum of all the electron

populations of the molecule, and also equal to the sum of all

the localization indices and half of the delocalization indices

in the molecule. For all atomic calculations, integrated

absolute values of ðV2rð~rÞÞ were always less than 0.001 a.u.

For all molecules, errors in the calculated number of

electrons were always less than 0.01 a.u.
4. Results and discussion

The present work analyzes the aromaticity along the DA

reaction between 1,3-butadiene and ethene to yield

cyclohexene (boat conformation), which is often taken as

a prototype of a pericyclic concerted reaction. As said in

Section 1, this reaction is characterized by an aromatic TS,

thus along the reaction path we expect a peak of aromaticity

around the TS, which, in principle, should be shown by the

different aromaticity criteria.

Table 1 lists all values obtained from the different

aromaticity criteria applied to the analysis of the DA

reaction, while Fig. 1 depicts the NICS(1), PDI, FLU,

HOMA, and RSS values along the reaction path. From

Table 1, it is seen that only the magnetic NICS(1) and the

electronic PDI criteria find the most aromatic point along

the reaction path around the TS of the reaction. Because of

the lack of a symmetry plane, the NICS(1) computed at 1 Å

above the ring center determined by the non-weighted mean

of the heavy atoms coordinates, following the positive

direction of the normal vector corresponding to the best

fitted plane does not coincide with the NICS computed at

1 Å below the ring center (NICS(K1)) (see Scheme 1).

However, all definitions of NICS, and in particular NICS(0)

and NICS(K1), also find that a structure close to the TS is

the most aromatic species along the reaction path of this DA

reaction. For this reason, only NICS(1) values are discussed

in this work. On the other hand, both the HOMA and the

electronic FLU indices consider the cyclohexene molecule

(product), as the most aromatic species in the reaction. The

RSS measure of the planarity shows that the cyclohexene

species is the flattest system along the DA reaction path. In

principle, the flatter a structure, the easier the p-electron

delocalization. Therefore, likewise the HOMA and FLU

indices, the RSS measure also fails in considering the

cyclohexene as the most aromatic species along the DA

reaction. We see in this example that the study of the

planarity along a reaction path may fail to account for the

aromaticity of the species involved, since the most planar

structures are not necessarily those having the most

extended p-electron delocalization. Thus, in this case, an

aromaticity analysis only based on geometrical indices such

as HOMA and RSS gives a wrong answer. However, it is

also true that these indices can be very useful when dealing



Table 1

Reaction coordinate (IRP in amu1/2 bohr), RSS, HOMA, NICS(1) (ppm), PDI (electrons), and FLU for different points along the reaction path of the DA

reaction between 1,3-butadiene and ethene

IRP RSS HOMA NICS(1) PDI FLU

K3.491 0.865 K170.116 K2.335 0.055 0.339

K2.892 0.848 K150.941 K2.967 0.058 0.327

K2.293 0.829 K132.591 K3.803 0.063 0.313

K1.694 0.807 K115.002 K4.951 0.069 0.293

K1.094 0.782 K98.287 K6.534 0.077 0.266

K0.496 0.758 K82.619 K8.669 0.086 0.231

K0.296 0.750 K77.671 K9.489 0.089 0.218

K0.099 0.742 K72.925 K10.293 0.091 0.204

0.000 0.732 K66.285 K11.416 0.094 0.183

0.099 0.721 K59.981 K12.251 0.096 0.163

0.397 0.711 K53.819 K16.975 0.095 0.144

0.697 0.700 K47.992 K16.449 0.092 0.128

1.297 0.678 K37.455 K13.830 0.081 0.106

1.897 0.654 K28.388 K10.812 0.067 0.095

2.497 0.625 K20.773 K8.421 0.053 0.091

3.097 0.593 K14.589 K6.755 0.043 0.089

3.397 0.575 K12.021 K6.140 0.039 0.089

3.597 0.563 K10.497 K5.792 0.037 0.088

Negative values of the IRP correspond to the reactants side of the reaction path, positive values to the product side, and IRPZ0.000 corresponds to the TS of the

DA cycloaddition.
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Fig. 1. Plot of NICS(1) (ppm), PDI (electrons), FLU, HOMA (values

divided by 10), and RSS (values divided by 2) versus the reaction

coordinate (IRP in amu1/2 bohr). Negative values of the IRP correspond to

the reactants side of the reaction path, positive values to the product side,

and IRPZ0.000 corresponds to the TS of the DA cycloaddition.
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with the aromaticity in structurally similar compounds.

Finally, it is worth noting that the species with the highest

slope of RSS (see Table 1 and Fig. 1) along the IRC

corresponds to the most aromatic structure on the reaction

path, the TS.

HOMA and FLU values measure variances of the

structural and electronic patterns, respectively, around the

ring. Therefore, HOMA and FLU might fail if they are not

applied to stable species because, while reactions are

occurring, structural and electronic parameters suffer

major changes. The larger the difference between the

standard bond lengths for aromatic species and the average

bond lengths, the lower aromaticity predicted with HOMA

(lower HOMA values). And, the higher the differences

between the standard in aromatic systems and the actual

electronic sharing, the lower aromaticity predicted by FLU

(higher FLU values). For this reason, in general, HOMA

and FLU can not be used to compare the aromaticity

between species which undergo large structural or

electronic changes.

The present study has shown that FLU and HOMA

indices are not suitable for the study of aromaticity along a

reaction path because they give wrong aromaticity differ-

ences when applied to species that are structurally or

electronically very different. In principle, we expect that any

criterion to quantify aromaticity that is defined using a

reference model of aromaticity will have problems to find

the TS of the DA reaction as the most aromatic species

along the reaction path. However, FLU and HOMA indices

have proven to behave properly in aromaticity studies of

systems having the usual aromatic structures [13,25].

In these circumstances, changes in aromaticity of the

different species analyzed are less dramatic and are well
quantified by variance-like indices. Although both FLU

and HOMA present the same wrong behavior in this DA

reaction, this result cannot be generalized for all cases.

For instance, in a recent work, Matito et al. [25] have

studied the change of aromaticity along the

series: cyclohexane, cyclohexene, cycohexa-1,4-diene,

cyclohexa-1,3-diene, and benzene, a set of molecules with

increasing p-conjugated character from non-aromatic

cyclohexane to aromatic benzene. These authors found
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that while FLU correctly reproduces the predicted steady

increase of the aromatic character along the series,

the HOMA index fails to account for the expected

continuous intensification in aromaticity.

Finally, although NICS behaves correctly for the DA

reaction, it has been recently shown that it fails to recognize

the decrease of aromaticity that takes place when going

from planar to pyramidalized pyracylene [18], at variance

with PDI and HOMA values that correctly account for this

reduction of aromaticity. NICS is also known to over-

estimate the local aromaticity of inner rings in linear

polyacenes [10,35]. On the other hand, HOMA and PDI fail

to correctly account for the increase of aromaticity [36]

when going from C60 to CC10
60 [37]. Indeed, there is no single

descriptor of aromaticity that behaves correctly for all

situations. This fact reinforces the idea of aromaticity as

being a multidimensional property [12–14,16]. For this

reason, we also strongly recommend the use of more than a

single parameter for aromaticity studies.
5. Conclusions

In the present study, the paradigmatic DA reaction

between 1,3-butadiene and ethene, presenting an aromatic

TS, has been analyzed to show that some aromaticity indices

may fail to describe aromaticity in chemical reactions. The

NICS and PDI indicators of aromaticity correctly predict

that a structure close to the TS is the most aromatic species

along the reaction path. On the contrary, we have found that

HOMA and FLU indices are unsuccessful to account for the

aromaticity of the TS. The same is true for the new defined

geometric RSS index, which quantifies the planarity of a

given structure. This index shows that the most planar

species along the reaction path of the DA reaction between

1,3-butadiene and ethene is cyclohexene, the final product.

Inclusion of electron correlation effects will obviously

change the quantitative values of the indices, but we do not

expect that it may alter in a significant way the qualitative

conclusions of this work. In particular, with respect to the

PDI and FLU results, it has been found that the Hartree–

Fock (HF) values of DIs represent upper bounds to the

number of electron pairs shared between atoms [22,34,38].

Consequently, inclusion of correlation energy will reduce

the values of the PDI index (the effect on the FLU indices is

less clear). However, we think that conclusions obtained

from the comparison of the different values will remain

unchanged. This is the case, for instance, of the relation

between the DIs of meta and para related carbon atoms in

benzene. These values are 0.068 and 0.106 e at the HF/3-

21G* level, respectively, and 0.048 and 0.071 e at the

CISD/3-21G* level, respectively [39]. Thus, although the

values of DIs are quite different, both the HF and the CISD

levels of calculation qualitatively agree in assigning a larger

DI for the carbon atoms in para position.
Finally, the failure of some indices to detect the

aromaticity of the TS in the simplest DA cycloaddition

reinforces the idea of the multidimensional character of

aromaticity and the need for using several criteria to

quantify the aromatic character of a given species. The

results presented in this paper clearly confirm the necessity

of finding new indices of aromaticity that can be success-

fully applied to a series of well-defined situations, as far as

the aromatic behavior is concerned, such as the DA reaction.

More research is underway in our laboratory concerning this

particular issue.
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